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Jesus the dad gifts



Lepanto, “Ratzinger is always a delight. Not really a book as much as a collection of teachings
about the Apostles and the Early Church, as the title says, Benedict XVI delivers as always to
the interested or faithful with his insights. A book probably more suited to slow reading than
others due to the reflexive nature it seems to seek from the readers it delivers some powerful
ideas.As a huge fan of Benedict XVI I give the book 4 stars as other of his own books are better
in many respects, but outside his own incredibly high standards I'd probably give it 5 stars.”

Donner C. S. Tan, “an inspirational book on the apostles of Jesus and the church. 'Tradition is not
the transmission of things or words, a collection of dead things. Tradition is the living river that
links us to the origins, the living river in which the origins are ever present, the great river that
leads us to the gates of eternity.'(pg.28) says Pope Benedict XVI. With this reflection on what it
means for the Church to be 'built on the foundation of the apostles and the prophets' (Eph 2:20),
Benedict presents to us a series of catechetical instructions on the apostles of the church
collectively and individually, delivered to general audiences between 15 Mar 2006 and 14 Feb
2007.I appreciate the succinct way he explains the notion of what constitutes apostolic authority
and how the church is constituted by the apostolic witness as it is and continues to be inspired
by the Holy Spirit. As such, the 'gift to be safeguarded' is also a gift that continues to lead the
church to a fuller realization of the gospel truth and our communion in Christ.Benedict also takes
us through the individual apostles, including Paul ('the one untimely born') and their associates
(eg. Timothy and Titus), bringing out the specific colours of each character as he meditates on
the cameo appearances/utterances of these in the gospel accounts. Take for example, Peter.
These words strike me as particularly poignant:"And it seems to me that these conversions of
Saint Peter on different occasions, and his whole figure, are a great consolation and a great
lesson for us. We too have a great desire for God; we too want to be generous, but we too expect
God to be strong in the world and to transform the world on the spot, according to our ideas and
the needs we perceive.God chooses a different way. God chooses the way of transformation of
hearts in suffering and in humility. And we, like Peter, must convert over and over again. We must
follow Jesus and not go before him: it is he who shows us the way."And about Thomas, he
writes: "At first, he did not believe that Jesus had appeared in his absence and said, 'Unless I
see in his hands the print of the nails, and place my finger in the mark of the nails, and place my
hand in his side, I will not believe.'Basically, from these words emerges the conviction that Jesus
can now be recognized by his wounds than by his face. Thomas holds that the signs that confirm
Jesus' identity are now above all his wounds, in which he reveals to us how much he loved us. In
this the Apostle is not mistaken."I find my heart deeply moved by comments like these because
in a simple but profound way, he unravels the truths of the gospel contained in the personal
encounters that these ordinary men and women had of the living Christ.You will find many such
gems scattered throughout the simple prose with which he relates the stories of the apostles to



the modern audience. The stories are not stuffed with information but brief and to the point. In a
way, it is like hearing the gospel once again through the personal portraits of these early,
foundational witnesses of Christ.”

Mitos Barrica-Quijano, “In a classroom with Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI. Reading this book,
each chapter, is like being in Pope Benedict 's class, a small and intimate class of no more than
30. He is quite a storyteller of the lives of New Testament men and women we have read and
heard all our lives during Mass. He makes them the real people that they were, and their faith
and sufferings, and their love for Christ and His Church so evident in how he (Pope Benedict)
tells their stories--stories we've already heard and yet "we end up listening to" like little children.”

Tony Piazza, “Very Enjoyable Overview of the Apostles. I enjoyed reading Pope Benedict’s study
of the apostles and the early church. Each chapter takes one apostle and examines him in the
context of the gospel, early church literature, and ancient historians. It was very informative, yet
easy to read. I recommend it wholeheartedly!”

Billyjack D'Urberville, “Meditative Talks. For persons who want to encounter Benedict 16 in an
accessible vein, this might be a good place to start. These are more or less straight
transcriptions of a series of his Wednesday public talks in the big Paul 6 Auditorium at the
Vatican. There has been no effort to enhance them or make them more literary. Even a few
awkward phrases are preserved -- or perhaps poorly translated -- although this oddly
contributes to an air of spontaneous freshnesss.The talks were not aimed at giving an in depth
look at what is known about the 12 apostles and the other 1st generation disciples treated. The
purpose was to pick out an aspect or two of each figure from scripture, and develop it into a
short meditation on aspects of Christian life in particular, and the infant Church in general.While
the pope thus aims to stay relatively light and aim for a broad audience, the depth of his
penetration -- largely derived from a lifetime of vast reading and study -- is nonetheless evident.
This pope is an academic and he simply can't hide it, and the reader is occasionally hit over the
head by the scope and breadth of his background in this regard. It is obvious he has simply read
everything. This comes across more not in what he says, but in what he chooses not to
say.Benedict also basically hones pretty close to scripture in defining the nugget for each of
these meditations. He delves very little into reports on the original 12 by the post-apostolic
Church fathers, or much extra-testamental early Christian literature. While obviously not
intimidated by modern theology of an historicist bent, he nevertheless stays clear of any
controversies with that school. The overall effect is of having particularly Catholic points,
theologically speaking, being made in the style of high modern Protestantism, such as the
homilies of John Henry Newman as Oxford don before his conversion. In his written work,
Benedict only goes farther down that road, such as in the recently published Jesus of Nazareth
wherein a whole familiarity with modern theology and its critiques is pre-supposed.I thus hope



that transcriptions of talks like these continue to be published, for the paradox of Benedict is that
while there is a plethora of books by him out there, most necessite a degree of specialized study
in the post-high school academic sense. He always requires a careful and very very attentive
translation -- as unfortunately his most famous talk, in Regensburg about Islam, did not receive
from hurried media outlets. He is fascinating to hear, and cozy despite his learning, giving the
reader or hearer a privileged feeling like studying under a master teacher.I have the gut sense --
however generally pleasant in tone -- that these transcriptions could have used another
sandblast of polish from the translater. I have heard the 81 year old pope speak in person, and
have heard good translations on EWTN of some sermons, and the man is simply transfixing and
you know he never misses a beat. He is about as consciously subtle as they come for a modern.
These deceptively "lite" chats still pack enough wallup that I really don't think the final dimension
in nuance was lacking from Benedict. I am happy that Ignatius is getting his stuff out, and doing
it timely, and its hard to criticize them. Readers simply need to be aware that world class
communicators demand world class translaters, and that the latter are always a very scarce
commodity.  Thus 4 stars for what were likely 5 star performances.”

Francisco Bobadilla, “Semblanzas de los primeros cristianos. Este ciclo de catequesis del Papa
Benedicto XVI es una buena introducción para familiarizarse con la figura de los Apóstoles y de
los primeros cristianos que predicaron con su ejemplo y palabra el mensaje de Jesucristo.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Perfect book. I thought the information was just the right size. The chapters
were filled with good information the book was the right length.  Well worth the effort to read.”

Pillowtail, “Like the talks themselves that Emeritus Pope Benedict gave. Used this for a Lenten
read and so each day found something new to mediate upon. Like the talks themselves that
Emeritus Pope Benedict gave, this needs to be read slow;y over a period of time otherwise it will
be indigestible. But if you chew it slowly it brings rewards.”

The book
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